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Abstrat. We aim at presenting material on onis, whih an be used to for-

mulate, e.g., GeoGebra problems for high-shool and freshmen maths ourses at

universities. In a (real) projetive plane two penils of lines, whih are projetively

related, generate, in general, a oni. This fat due to Jakob Steiner [4℄ allows

to onstrut points of a oni given by, e.g., 5 points. Hereby the problem of

transfering a given ross-ratio of four lines of the �rst penil to the orresponding

ones in the seond penil ours. To solve this problem in a graphially simple

and uniform way we propose a method, whih uses the well-known fat that a pro-

jetive mapping from one line (or penil) to another always an be deomposed

into a produt of perspetivities. By extending the presented graphial methods,

we also onstrut tangents and osulating irles at points of a oni. The al-

ulation following the graphi treatment delivers a parametrisation of oni ars

appliable also for so-alled 2

nd

order biars. Even so the topi and its theoretial

bakground is a matter of the 19

th

entury, it is not at all well-known nowadays,

as also is stated in [3℄. Some of the presented onstrutions might also be new.

Key Words: oni, real projetive plane, projetivity, Steiner's generation of a

oni
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1. A simple linear proedure delivering a oni

In the plane of visual pereption π, let two line-elements (A, p), (B, q) and a point C be given

(see Figure 1). An arbitrary line x through C intersets p at P and q at Q. The lines AQ

and BP interset in a point X , whih runs through a oni c, if x runs through the penil at

C. Obviously, c passes through the intersetion point S of p and q and touhes AC resp. BC

at A resp. B. Let us all this the PP-onstrution of c.
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Figure 1: If x runs through the penil at C,

X runs along the oni c

Figure 2: Eulidean interpretation of the

projetive oordinate frame

We see that only onnetions of points and intersetions of lines are needed. Thus, for

the plae of ation only a projetive plane π is needed, whih, beause of the ourrene of

a oni, must be oordinized by a ommutative �eld F with har F 6= 2. As we point to

high-shool appliations, we restrit ourselves to the �eld F = R.

For the alulations, we use projetive oordinates based on the frame

S = (1, 0, 0)R, A = (0, 1, 0)R, B = (0, 0, 1)R, C = (1, 1, 1)R. (1)

Line x intersets p at P = (1, t, 0)R and q at Q = (t − 1, 0, t)R, suh that AQ and BP get

equations tx0 + (1− t)x2 = 0 and tx0 − x1 = 0. For the intersetion point X it follows

X = (1− t, t(t− 1), t)R. (2)

A Eulidean interpretation of the projetive oordinate frame and the desribed oni on-

strution is shown in Figure 2.

For a syntheti proof for c = {X} being a oni we use the onepts �perspetivity"

(symbol [) and �projetivity" (symbol ⊼) as the �nite produt of perspetivities (.f., e.g.,

[1℄). We note that

A(AQ, . . . )[ q(Q, . . . )[C(x, . . . )[ p(P, . . . ) [B(BP, . . . ) ⇒ A(AQ, . . . )⊼B(BP, . . . ). (3)

Therefore, aording to Jakob Steiner, the two projetively related penils A(AQ, . . . ) and
B(BP, . . . ) generate, in general, a oni. If there would be a self-orresponding element in

the penils, the projetivity would be a perspetivity and the result the axis of perspetivity

instead of a oni. So we have to exlude C ∈ p or q or AB to reeive a oni c.

One might ask, how to position C suh that the resulting oni c beomes a parabola in

a projetively enlosed a�ne plane with ideal line u. Then, in the two projetive penils at

A and B, there must our a pair of parallel orresponding lines AQ′ ‖ BP ′
(see Figure 3).

We start with penils at A and B and de�ne a projetivity from the �rst to the seond

by the parallel relation. These penils are in perspetive position with the ideal line u as

perspetivity axis. Corresponding parallel lines interset p and q at PU and QU . Therefore,

the pointsets p(PU) and q(QU) are projetive related.
Applying the dual version of Steiner's generation of a oni � we shall meet this on-

strution in Setion 7 � we �nd that the lines PUQU envelop a oni h. It is obvious that
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Figure 3: If C lies on the hyperbola h then the resulting oni c beomes a parabola

this oni is a hyperbola touhing AB in the midpoint of segment A,B and has p and q as

asymptotes. Choosing C ∈ h the PP-onstrution delivers a parabola c. If C is an inner point

of h, the resulting oni c is an ellipse, and if C is an outer point of h, then c is a hyperbola.

2. A �rst appliation: Constrution of a oni through 5 given points

Figure 4: Constrution of a oni through 5 given points

We hoose two of the given points, say A and B, as verties of penils of lines, the line

RS as p and ST as q. The lines AR and BT interset in C, whih will be used as vertex

of a penil {x} (see Figure 4). Obviously, by the same arguments as (2), the set {X} with

X = AQ ∩BP is a oni c passing through the given �ve points A,B,R, S, T .

It is lear, how to proeed, if c is given by one line-element and three points or by two

line-elements and one point.

3. Tangents of a oni

We start with a oni given by two line-elements and a point, as in Figure 5. We state:
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Figure 5: The tangent tX to c at X is harmoni to XC with respet to AQ,BP

Corollary 1. If X ∈ c is derived as intersetion of AQ with BP , then the tangent tX to c at

X is harmoni to XC with respet to AQ,BP .

Proof. We take XC = u as axis of a harmoni homology κ : c → c. The entre of κ is the pole

U of u with respet to c, and U is harmoni to u with respet to (A,B) (see Figure 5). As

X ∈ u the line UX =: tX must be tangent to c. Obviously, the pair (XA,XB) is harmoni

to (u, tX).

To failitate the onstrution of U , we note that AC ∩ BP =: P ′
and BC ∩ AQ =: Q′

orrespond in κ, suh that we an �nd U as the intersetion of P ′Q′
with AB (see Figure 5).

Figure 6: Illustration to Corollary 2

A further redution of the onstrution lines is a onsequene of

Corollary 2. The harmoni point TX to C with respet to (P,Q) is a point of tX . Thereby

TX ∈ tS, and tS is harmoni to SC with respet to (p, q).

Proof. The mentioned four points are X-perspetive to the harmoni lines (tX , XC,XA,AB)
and �nally S-perspetive to the harmoni lines (tS, SC, p, q) (see Figures 5 and 6).
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Remark 1. We will meet a well-known Eulidean variant of the PP-onstrution and Corol-

laries 1 and 2 in Setion 5.

Figure 7: Constrution of tangents tA, tB at A and B.

For a oni given by �ve points, we start with onstruting the tangents tA, tB at A

and B. We fatorize the projetivity ⊼ : A(AX, . . . ) → B(BX, . . . ), whih generates c, by

perspetivities using RS = p and ST ′ = q as intermediate �axes". As S is self-orresponding,

the indued mapping p → q is a perspetivity with entre Z = AR ∩ BT . To U := AB ∩ p

orresponds U ′ ∈ q and therefore tA = AU ′
. To V ′ := AB∩q orresponds V ∈ p and therefore

tB = BV (see Figure 7).

For further tangents we replae the given c by the two line-elements (A, tA), (B, tB) and
a further point and proeed as desribed above.

Remark 2. Besides these simple and maybe new tangent onstrutions there exist of ourse

several other methods. For example, if one ounts one of the �ve oni points twie, e.g.

A, then the appliation of Pappus-Pasals theorem to these formally six points delivers the

tangent tA at A via the so-alled Pasal-axis. This onstrution only makes use of inidenes

and its plae of ation is a projetive plane.

Figure 8: Coni c as the image of a irle k under a entral projetion
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Another desriptive geometri way is to interpret c as the image of a irle k under a

ertain entral projetion. We need the projetively enlosed Eulidean plane π as plae of

ation. Four of the given �ve points are interpreted as images of the verties of a retangle.

As an impliation we get the vanishing line of entral projetion and a pair of vanishing

points of orthogonal diretions. The �fth point, together with two diagonal endpoints of the

quadrangle, de�nes a seond pair of vanishing points to orthogonal diretions due to Thales'

theorem. Finally, the entre Z of the ollineation κ : c → c′ is a ommon point of the Thales-

irles over the two pairs of vanishing points (see Figure 8). To omplete the �gure, one has

to hoose an axis a ‖ u′
of κ.

4. Osulating irles of a oni

In this setion the plae of ation is the projetively enlosed Eulidean plane π realized as

the lassial plane of visual pereption.

Let a oni c be given by a line-element (A, tA) and three points R, S, T . We aim at the

osulating irle kA at A. This irle belongs to a paraboli penil of irles, and it de�nes

an elation ε : c → kA with entre A and an axis aA, whih is unknown.

We hoose an arbitrary irle k′
of the paraboli penil of irles and projet R, S, T onto

it with entre A. The triangle (RST ) and the resulting triangle (R′S ′T ′) are in Desargues

position and de�ne a Desargues axis a′, whih ats as axis of a homology χ′ : c → k′
with the

enter A. We make use of the following well-known fat:

Corollary 3. The Desargues axes a, a′, and a′′ of three pairs of A-perspetive triangles

((R′S ′T ′), (R′′S ′′T ′′)), ((RST ), (R′S ′T ′)), and ((RST ), (R′′S ′′T ′′)) pass through a ommon

point U .

Proof. Let χ′ : (RST ) 7→ (R′S ′T ′) and χ′′ : (RST ) 7→ (R′′S ′′T ′′) be homologies with the

ommon entre A and di�erent axes a′, a′′. Then a′ ∩ a′′ =: U is a �xed point of χ = χ′−1χ′′ :
(R′S ′T ′) 7→ (R′′S ′′T ′′). Therefore, the axis a of χ must ontain U .

In the ase depited in Figure 9, χ is a homothety suh that a is the ideal line of plane π

and U must be an ideal point. As a result we get a′ ‖ a′′. Therefore, the axis aA = a′′ of the

elation ε : c → kA has to be hosen parallel to a′ through A. This allows to reonstrut the

triangle (R′′S ′′T ′′) similar to (R′S ′T ′) with its irumirle as the demanded osulating irle

kA.

5. A generalization of the PP-onstrution

We started with a pair of lines p, q and a pair of points A,B and a suitably hosen point C to

perform the PP-onstrution (Figures 1 and 3). We might think of p, q as a singular urve of

2

nd

order and replae it by a regular oni d. Figure 10 shows the ase, when A,B ∈ d. The

result is a oni c, independent of whih of the ombinations AQ,BP or AP,BQ we hoose.

Again, the tangent tX at X is harmoni to CX with respet to XA and XB.

Figure 11 shows the ase, when A,B 6∈ d. The result is a urve of 4

th

degree, and again

both ombinations AQ,BP or AP,BQ deliver points of the same urve c. Taking the line

x = td tangent to oni d, the points P and Q oinide with a point T of c. There the tangent

tT at T to c is harmoni to td with respet to TA and TB.

Another generalization replaes the penil {x} at C by two projetively related penils

{x} and {y} at C, and we keep the pair of lines p, q. Now we use x ∩ p = P and y ∩ q = Q
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Figure 9: The irumirle of the triangle (R′′S ′′T ′′) is the osulating irle kA of c at A

Figure 10: A generalization of the

PP-onstrution, A,B ∈ d

Figure 11: A generalization of the

PP-onstrution, A,B 6∈ d

for de�ning X := AQ ∩BP . In Figure 12 we rotate x by 30◦ resp. 90◦ to get its projetively

related line y. The results of the modi�ed PP-onstrution are the onis labelled as c30, c90
(see Figure 12).

6. The dual version of the PP-onstrution

The dual of line-elements are still line-elements. So we start with (A, p), (B, q) as in Figure 1.

The point C is replaed by a line d, the line x by a point X , whih will run through x under

the dual version of the PP-onstrution (see Figure 13).

We met this dual Steiner onstrution already in Figure 3. Projeting X from A resp. B

to q resp. p we get points Q ∈ q, P ∈ p and x := PQ is an element of a dual oni c∗, i.e., a

tangent of a oni c. Dualising the onstrution of tangents as desribed in Corollaries 1 and

2 results in the point of ontat T of x with c as intersetion of x with a line t harmoni to d

with respet to XA,XB.
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7. Steiner's oni onstrution and the algebrai point of view

When we speak of Steiner's onstrution of a oni we have the general ase of two di�erent

projetive penils of lines A(x, . . . ), B(x′, . . . ) in mind, whereby the line onneting the pen-

ils' entres A and B is not self-orresponding. If this line AB =: u = u′
is self-orresponding,

the penils are perspetive and generate a line, the perspetivity axis v. For u = u′
one

might understand the not de�ned intersetion x ∩ x′ = {X} as the whole line u, suh that

u∪v = c(2) again beomes a (singular) urve of 2

nd

degree. Similarly, if A and B oinide, there

are, ounted in algebrai sense, two real, imaginary or oiniding pairs of self-orresponding

lines u = u′
, v = v′, and again we an onsider the singular urve u∪ v = c(2) as the result of

Steiner's onstrution.

The dual point of view starts with two lines a, b and a linear mapping λ between the point

sets a(X . . . ), b(X ′ . . . ). If the intersetion a ∩ b =: U 6= U ′
, we have the general ase of a

projetivity λ, and XX ′
are tangents of a regular oni c. If U = U ′

, the lines XX ′
form a

penil with the ommon point V . The two penils with verties U and V an be onsidered

as a singular dual urve c∗(2) of 2nd lass. It is obvious, how to interpret the results, if a = b.

We notie that the starting point of Steiner's onstrution, namely the two penils

A(x . . . ), B(x′ . . . ) by themselves form a singular dual urve of type c∗(2). It suggests itself

to replae this urve by a regular oni c or a dual oni c∗ and, after de�ning a projetivity

λ : c → c resp. λ∗ : c∗ → c∗, apply Steiner's onstrution for orresponding elements (see

Figures 15 and 16). Also here we meet elementary geometri onstrutions of onis. As an

analogue to a projetivity between lines a and b whih is the produt of perspetivities, we

formulate:

Corollary 4. A projetivity λ : c → c is de�ned by three pairs R 7→ R′
, S 7→ S ′

, and T 7→ T ′
.

This projetivity λ is either the identity, an involutive projetivity (or �involution� in brief),

or the produt of two involutions.

Proof. We de�ne a �rst involution σ1 : c → c by the three pairs R 7→ R′′ = S ′
, S 7→ S ′′ = R′

,

and T 7→ T ′′
(see Figure 14). It has the �involution entre" C1 = RS ′ ∩ SR′

. The seond

involution σ2 : c → c is de�ned by the pairs R′ 7→ R′′
, S ′ 7→ S ′′

, and T ′ 7→ T ′′
, and has the

involution entre C2 = R′S ′ ∩ T ′T ′′
. Therewith, λ = σ1 · σ2.

Figure 12: Another modi�ed PP-onstrution
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Figure 13: The dual version of the PP-onstrution

Figure 14: Involutions σ1 and σ2 with entres C1 and C2

As a modi�ation of the PP-onstrution of Setion 1, we an start with a oni c and

two points C1, C2 as involution entres to de�ne a projetivity λ : c → c by λ = σ1 · σ2 (see

Figure 15), whih shows a well-known Eulidean onstrution of tangents of an ellipse.

Figure 15: Well-known onstrution of tangents of an ellipse

The dual version of this extended PP-onstrution starts with a dual oni c∗ and two

lines c1, c2 to de�ne a projetivity λ∗ : c∗ → c∗ in the tangent set of c∗ (see Figure 16), where

we hoose c1 as the ideal line and c∗ as a irle.
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Figure 16: Dual version of the extended PP-onstrution

8. Ponelet's porism and Steiner's onstrution of onis

In Setion 8, we onsidered two (di�erent) penils of lines as a singular urve of seond degree.

The extended PP-onstrution uses suh a pair of penils. It suggests itself to replae this

pair of penils by a regular dual oni c∗ and use it to de�ne a projetivity λ : X 7→ X ′
in the

pointset of a regular oni d (see Figure 17). The lines XX ′
envelop a oni c as the result of

this extension of Steiner's onstrution of a oni.

Figure 17: The lines XX ′
envelop a oni c

It is worth mentioning that, if X = X ′
, we get a �xed point of λ and the triangle

(X1, X2, X) is as well insribed to d and irumsribed to c∗. After relabelling this triangle,

we reeive eah of its verties as �xed points of λ suh that, aording to Corollary 4, the

projetivity λ is the identity. This means that there exists a ontinuous one-parameter set

of triangles insribed to d and irumsribed to c∗, what represents an example of Ponelet's

porism (see Figure 18).

9. Final remark

Dealing with onstrutive methods nowadays might look out of date. We justify the loser

look to this material by both, the elegane of projetive geometri syntheti reasoning in the
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Figure 18: Ponelet's porism

sense of Jakob Steiner, and its appliability as training material for analyti geometry and

omputer aided problem proving via, e.g., GeoGebra.

Furthermore, even so it is possible to reonstrut the presented material from mostly

German referenes, whih are, to a big part, from 19

th

and early 20

th

entury, we try to give

a refreshed overview over a lassial topi of onstrutive projetive geometry.
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